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Chapter 1 : Material Management and Accounting System MMAS | DFARS Business System
Materials and Inventory Management Structure. Materials and inventory management is the cornerstone of effective
supply chain management. When the proper inventory management methods and material management system are in
place, enterprises can enjoy the benefits of strategic cost management.

Print page Materials Management The Materials Management component of the Compiere open source ERP
business solutions software addresses a broad range of issues around your material inventory: The main
examples of Products in the inventory management software are: A Product can also be described as a
"collection of items with similar attributes. The warehouse is the point of service. A warehouse may have
more than one locator. Each Locator has up to five user-defined dimensions such as aisle, bin, rack, level, bay,
etc. For example, by using the controls of the Compiere ERP business solutions software you can globally set
or change a discount structure for a Product Category. All products in that category inherit the revised
discount structure. Product Catalog The Product Catalog organizes all of your products for simplified
searching based on product attributes. For example, you may use the Product Catalog to search for all products
that are "shirts," "yellow" and "short-sleeved. Price Lists Multiple Price Lists are supported for all purchased
and sold items. The system provides general and customer specific sales price lists. Price Lists are date
controlled to allow special sales initiatives. Bill of Materials A Bill of Materials BOM is a product structure
that lists the parts and components that constitute the product in the context of an assembly, kit, or model. The
number of components a Bill of Materials may contain is unlimited. A Bill of Materials has to be "cycle-free",
which means that a BOM cannot refer to itself or parts e. Stocked â€” The available quantity represents what
actually is stocked, not what could be produced. If the price is 0. Non-Stocked â€” The available quantity of a
non-stored Bill of Materials is dynamically calculated on an item to item base and represents what could be
available. Non-Stocked BOMs are mainly for data entry convenience. When processing the order or invoice,
individual order lines are generated for each product sold. The price of a non-stocked BOM is always the
summary price of its individual parts. With the Compiere inventory management software, a physical
warehouse can be broken into multiple logical warehouses such as receiving, quality assurance and testing,
bulk storage and picking. Priorities can be set to ensure that picking takes place from bin locations in a
prescribed sequence. Inventory movements can be effected between bin locations and warehouses. Inventory
counts and Inventory valuation adjustments are managed by recording the difference between the book stock
quantity and the count quantity. Stock used for internal purposes can be written-off to record the stock
decrement and related adjustments in the General Ledger. Material Receipts and Replenishment Using the
Compiere ERP business solution, shipment documentation can be created in batches, or individually on a per
order basis. Goods received from vendors can be compared directly with the purchase order or the vendor
invoice. Material Replenishment lists are created based on inventory replenishment rules, past sales, or
targeted inventory levels. Requisitions or Purchase Orders can also be automatically generated from the
Material Replenishment report. Optionally, you can also replenish a warehouse from another warehouse.
Users can customize it to meet their unique business needs, such as specifying the level of detail to track.
Users can have multiple parallel costing methods. These can include Standard and Actual costs. Product costs
may be composed of both Material and non-Material costs. You can also specify a different costing method or
level for a Product Category. This allows the maximum flexibility for financial analysis. You may switch the
costing method used any time. The information is very valuable to compare trends. Costs are maintained in
your accounting currency. Using different costing methods Standard, Actual, or Average can result in different
financial results. The Compiere ERP supports more than one costing method, e. The following general
information is maintained per Product and Accounting Schema:
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Chapter 2 : Caduceus Systems - Hospital Materials Management Information Systems
Let Our Storage Systems Assist Your Facility. Practicing proper healthcare materials management involves careful
planning to ensure supplies are there when needed, yet costs are minimized by avoiding excess inventories.

June 2, by Paul Trujillo 3 Comments Inventory is the materials, work-in-progress goods and final product that
businesses sell in order to generate revenue. Without inventory going out, there is no money coming in. Even
more important than just having or not having inventory, is keeping track of inventory. That is the key to
running an efficient and profitable business. Poor inventory management is one of the top 8 reasons why small
businesses fail, according to SBA. Inventory management software consists of business applications that track,
manage and organize product sales, material purchases and other production processes. Gone are the days of
tracking inventory with pencil and paper. Businesses can now use systems based on barcodes or
radio-frequency identification RFID to see when shipments come in, where raw materials are located, and
when their products have shipped. By using inventory management software , businesses reduce the time and
efforts previously put into basic tracking, and instead focus on analyzing, finding and reducing inefficiencies
in their model. Why is inventory management software important? Without accurate accounting of how much
inventory a business has, where that inventory is located and what will be needed to complete incoming and
future orders, no company can run efficiently enough to turn a profit and generate growth. Shockingly,
inventory inefficiency is common for many businesses. According to an analysis in Management Science,
numbers were inaccurate for 65 percent of the nearly , inventory records observed across 37 retail stores.
Inaccurate inventory records create a higher lead time the time between the initiation and execution of a
process , which means a slower response to demand, market changes and stock outs. For small businesses, the
margin for error is too small not to meet required demand only about 50 percent of small businesses survive
past four years. Plus, a shorter lead time has become an important source of competitive advantage. Poor
Inventory Management Ruining Your Profit How can inventory management software affect my inventory
turnover ratio? Inventory turnover, a key metric for small business, is the cost of goods sold divided by
average inventory on hand. If your turnover rate is too low or too high, your business may be overstocking, or
find itself unable to meet demand. Either scenario can cost you. Low turnover ratio leads to duplicate orders or
deteriorating value as products sit on the shelves or in warehouses; high turnover ratio often results in excess
shipping costs to quickly replace out-of-stock parts, time wasted physically locating needed inventory and,
eventually, uncompleted orders. That kind of efficiency has a ripple effect that can even cut payroll costs,
since employees no longer have to spend time tracking down individual parts or orders. Is inventory
management software worth the investment? Perceived associated costs of investing in inventory management
software might make some business owners hesitant to switch from manual inventory accounting to an
automated system. The real question is, in the 21st century, how can businesses afford not to have
management software for their inventory? Besides fixed assets, inventory is usually the largest priced asset of
any business. Allowing those assets to go unchecked, unregulated, and unsupervised, as it goes from supplier
to consumer leads to a decrease in profits. Meanwhile, the return on investment for management systems is
enormous. The five main areas where businesses usually see ROI are in: Managing inventory, as noted above,
excess stock, or a lack of stock, can cost you. Saving space- Clearly defined storage areas and bin locations
lead to a more organized and efficient warehouse. Maximizing labor- Getting the most out of employees
without wasting their time, including in the training of new employees, is crucial, and increased productivity is
a hallmark of quality inventory management software. Satisfying customers- Beyond your business benefitting
from good customer service, satisfying customer orders also prevents your company from violating
service-level agreements. Reducing wear and tear- Fixed assets that are involved in moving your inventory
such as pallet jacks and trucks benefit from consolidated activity and efficient routing, which inventory
management systems provide. Any company serious about maintaining competitiveness in the marketplace
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needs inventory management software, in order to increase efficiency, save money in the long run and free up
employees to do more important and less menial tasks. How would an inventory management system help
your business to be more efficient in managing your inventory and avoid over or under stocking? No related
content found.
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Inventory and Materials Management A suite of services that help you focus on profits, not parts. With more than years
of distribution experience coupled with the latest technologies, Graybar designs service solutions to help you reduce
inventory expense, improve product availability and increase your bottom line.

Physical inventory counts and cycle counts Create, run, schedule and share reports Benefits of an inventory
tracking system The goal of inventory system is to accurately know current inventory levels and minimize
understock and overstock situations. Whether you are tracking inventory used to perform a service or sold to
customers, a barcode inventory solution provides staff accountability and minimizes inventory stockouts and
shrinkage. An inventory system provides the necessary knowledge both for the warehouse worker to perform
daily tasks and management to have product and financial insight. Improve Accuracy Eliminate data entry
errors by using mobile barcode scanners to scan stock item barcodes. Improve Company Workflow Share
inventory data with colleagues and standardize inventory management system tasks. Most product has a part
number, SKU, catalog number, or something similar, but not always is that identifier a scannable barcode.
That is why barcode labels exist, you can print your own for placing in the stocking location just one barcode
label needed or per part multiple barcode labels needed. Everyone performs inventory management
differently! Yes the core idea is the same but the details are what makes one system different from another.
Systems need to be configurable to some extent, meaning they are suitable for a broad range of inventory and
business environments. You can create your own inventory solution that is right for you by personalizing
certain aspects. User Access If a warehouse employee is only responsible for receiving inventory and
relocating it, admins can set role based permissions and interface settings to simplify workflow for this user
and prevent unauthorized access. System configuration allows this functionality to be turned off. Features
Some teams need their system to include features such as cost tracking and reorder management, while others
require multi location and serialized inventory tracking, others may only need the barcoding and mobile
device capabilities. Our system allows you to include only the features that you need. For a full Feature List
Click here. The terms SKU, stock and inventory are often used interchangeably. You can think of inventory as
raw materials that are consumed when building an assembly, supplies to do a job, inputs in a production
process, or finished goods or products sold to customers. Typically, inventory is stored in a warehouse or
storage area and the basic three attributes to identify tracked by location, SKU, and quantity. Batch or lot
numbers are often used to track perishable inventory items, such as food or medications, in groups based on
expiration or production dates. In addition, inventory such as parts and components can be tracked by serial
numbers.
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Cin7 is the automated inventory management platform for brands growing their revenue over $1 million. Cin7
synchronizes their stock with sales and orders across every physical and online sales channel and automates order
processes for greater efficiency.

Superb customer service begins and ends with your ability to maintain control over every aspect of your
materials management distribution inventory processes, from purchasing and maintaining inventory to
processing and shipping orders. Distribution capabilities let you configure your distribution cycle to optimize
sales and ordering processes and put inventory to the most strategic use â€” while keeping an eye on cash
flow. Enter Information Once â€” Tight integration means that employees enter information once â€” orders,
inventory costs, and revenue are automatically updated throughout your entire system. Data entry errors are
virtually eliminated. Ledger accounts and inventory quantities stay in balance. Customer and vendor payments
are processed effortlessly. Rapid Response â€” Build long-term profitability with lasting relationships with
your customers and vendors providing them with the information and services they want. Respond
immediately to customer requests with instant access to inventory and order information. Negotiate pricing
discounts that increase customer satisfaction, yet conform to your pricing rules. Materials Management
Distribution Inventory Software Modules in Dynamics SL Purchasing â€” Set Help elevate procurement
efficiency with the ability to quickly generate purchase orders, receive goods and match invoices to receipts.
Inventory â€” Maximize inventory investments by taking control of valuation, warehouse locations, tracking,
kit management, and physical inventory balancing. Inventory Replenishment â€” implify buying decisions
with automated tools for forecasting, order planning, and ideal quantity calculations. Order Management â€”
Boost customer satisfaction with quick order entry, integrated credit management, and streamline pricing,
picking, scheduling, and invoicing. Order to Purchase â€” Enhance service and inventory control by
automatically generating purchase orders for out-of-stock or non-stock items. Barcode Gateway â€” Provides
the interface between the warehouse floor and the software workstation so keying in information is as easy as
pointing a barcode gun. Advanced Shipment Management â€” Harness the flow of shipment data with flexible
tools for building and tracking shipments and creating labels and documentation. Work Order â€” Efficiently
plan material requirements, manage work-in-process, update inventory and facilitate accurate cost accounting.
Bill of Materials â€” Gain control over production with powerful aids for component definition, costing,
routing, and process management. Landed Cost â€” Boost insight into operations and results by organizing,
summarizing, and presenting data in clear, compelling formats. E-Commerce Gateway â€” EDI Edition â€”
Speed the most common ordering, invoicing and shipment-notification transactions with customers, vendors,
and remote warehouses.
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Chapter 5 : Materials and Inventory Management Structure
Distribution software systems can feature a wide variety of functionality and features, including inventory management,
warehouse management, customer management, order management and accounting. Manufacturing ERP systems:
Provides functionality to plan and execute projects from beginning to end, while automating materials planning,
production.

The complete inventory barcode System â€” configurable and easy to use. The Complete Inventory System
Passport is a leading inventory management system used in virtually every major industry and is designed to
fit a wide range of technical and user requirements. With an equal focus on technological power and user
experience, Passport provides comprehensive solutions consisting of software, barcode scanners, smartphones
and tablets, and barcode printers. Control Inventory Your Way You can configure the inventory system home
dashboard how you want, with panels that include: In addition, select the user-interface you are most
comfortable with â€” multi-pane, tile, or classic. Whether you need to scan shelves, bins, warehouse aisles, or
production items, there is a scanning device that will work for your environment and applications. Track
Everything with our inventory barcode System Barcode label printing is built-in! Select a Zebra barcode label
printer or use Avery sheets in your own printer. Choose between the standard labels or create your own
barcode label format. Start placing barcode labels on inventory items and the locations where the items are
stocked. Alternatively, you can print barcode catalogs or sheets, making handwritten inventory catalogs a
thing of the past. Save time and increase accountability. Get a free trial today! The barcode wizard in Passport
provides you with the capability to design custom labels from a simple to use interface. Smart Data Grids
Rename fields and rearrange columns to fit your needs! All columns are click sortable and can be filtered
making it a breeze to see your data in an informative way. Click individual line items and apply batch
processing to them, such as doing a bulk move. Configurable Inventory System Reports Report on the data
that matters to you! Passport provides a comprehensive reporting tool with no limit on the number of reports
you can generate. The report wizard steps you through adding a new report, with the data fields you want to
see, in less than two minutes. Simply print, export, and email reports. There is no better way to get a handle on
business operations. Uniquely Built To Scale Passport can be big or small, and best of all, you pay only for
what you need. The decision is up to you! We have an extensive customer base using small and simple
inventory control systems. Expecting Growth â€” You might want to add features, functionality, users, or
change your installation from a standalone PC to a network. Mid-Sized â€” Most often this solution involves
multiple users in a network environment. The key is to remove many of the complex and costly functions of
enterprise level software that tend to overlook the basics of inventory system. Large-Scale â€” You want
access to all the bells and whistles, and probably need a sizable number of users and barcode scanners. Even
so, you are still looking for a simplified version of the all encompassing enterprise software or ERP.
Chapter 6 : Best Inventory Management Software | Reviews of the Most Popular Systems
MMIS. The Caduceus Materials Management Information System (MMIS) is an advanced application software solution
for automated replenishment, requisitioning, procurement, receipt, distribution, and charge capture of supply inventory
control in a healthcare facility.

Chapter 7 : Inventory System - Inventory Tracking System | ASAP Systems
Inventory management also includes tracking movement, relocation, raw materials (decremented) and finished goods
(incremented). Physical inventory counts may be utilized for accurate tracking of inventory levels as well.
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Chapter 8 : Inventory Management
Our handheld, vehicle mounted and wearable mobile computers, tablets, RFID products, and mobile printers, paired
with Zebra and partner software, are purpose-built to provide enterprise-level support for your inventory and materials
management needs.

Chapter 9 : Materials Management's Five Critical Processes and People
Materials Management. The Materials Management component of the Compiere open source ERP business solutions
software addresses a broad range of issues around your material inventory: products, price lists, inventory receipts,
shipments, movements, and counts within a company, its organizations, as well as to and from suppliers and customers.
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